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NONPARANETRIC ESTIMATION: CUMULANT COMPONENTS 
IN THE BALANCED OliiE-\·lAY ClASSIFICATION -x-
D. So Robson 
Cornell University 
Abstract 
Cumulant components defined for the nonparametric one-way classification 
describe the manner in which the population departs from a normal mixture of 
homogeneous normal subpopulations. The unique; minimum variance unbiased 
estimators of cumulant components are easily determined because of the 
e~dstence of a complete, sufficient order statistic for the balanced one-
way swrrpleo One computational procedure for constructing these estimates, 
illustrated here with a numerical example, is an algebraic extension of 
the analysis of variance to the "analysis of cumulants. 11 
*Paper No. 356 from the Department of Plant Breeding, Cornell University. 
1. Introduction 
The probability model underlying variance component analysis of the one-
way classification may be expressed in terms of a linear model 
and the assumptions concerning the joint distribution of the chance variables 
a1 and eij• The usual parametric form of this model has the chance variables 
a1 and eij normally and ind~pendently distributed with ~ere means, and with 
2 ~ ai having variance aa and the eij having common variance ae. The mean IJ. and 
the two components a2 and a2 of the variance ax2 together represent a sufficient 
a e 
summary description of a mixed population in which these assumptions are known 
to hold. In the absence of these assumptions the three parameters IJ., a2 1 and a 
a: are no longer definitive; in fact, no finite number of parameters uniquely 
identifies a nonparametric model for the one-way classification. The signi-
ficance of variance components as descriptive parameters is therefore consider-
ably reduced when the usual restrictions on the model are removed. Hetero• 
geneity of the "error" variances, for example, is an important and, in 
practice, common characteristic of mixed populations which is in no sense 
2 ... 2 described by the parameters IJ. 1 aa, and Ce• 
The entire sequence of moments or cumulants do, under weak regularity 
conditions, uniquely characterize a distribution function, and since the mean 
IJ. and variance ax2 =a2+a2 are already the first two cumulants of X it is natural 
a e 
to examine the components of higher cumulants in looking for additional para-
meters to describe a mixed population. Furthermore, the convenient properties 
of the mean and variance derives from the semi-invariance and additive properties 
of cumulants in general. If the random components of the linear model vere 1 in 
fact, independent then the u 1 th cumulant of X would be the sum of the ~ 1 th 
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cumulants of the random components of X. Components of the higher cumulants 
may therefore be expected to measure this lack of independence, and so contri-
bute significantly to the description of the probability model. Also, in the 
usual parametric model with its assumptions of normality and homogeneous 
variances the components of all cumulants beyond the second vanish; hence, 
the components of the higher cumulants will, in some sense, measure departure 
from normality and homogeneity of variance. 
2. S:, non:pare.metric model~~ balanced ,s>_E.e··wa.x classification 
The "random effects 11 model for the one-way classification is based upon 
a probability model described by Feller (1) as a compound experiment. The 
distribution function F(x)=Pr(X ~ x) of the chance variable X is regarded as 
a marginal distribution 
F(x)=). F(x I y)dG(y) 
v-
where the chance variable Y is called the classification variablea The basic 
experiment consists of taking an observation y1 from the population defined 
by G(y) and then n independent observations x11,•••,xln from the population 
defined by F (x j y 1). When c independent repetitions of this basic experiment 
are made the total outcome forms a one-way array of observations: 
yl ••• yi ••• Yc 
xll xil xcl 
• • 0 
• • • 
• • • 
xlj xij xcj 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
xln xin X en 
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In applications, y may ordinarily be regarded as a discrete variable 
which indexes the subpopulations F(xly)=F (x); consequently, in this non-
Y 
parametric formulation of the model G(y) is assumed to be a distribution on 
~=(O,l,2,o••, ad inf)o The conditional distribution F(xjy)=Fy(x) is assumed 
to belong either to the class of all absolutely continuous distributions or 
the class of all discrete distributions for every y. Later, it will be im-
plicitly assumed that the cumulants under discussion do existo 
The linear model for this one-way classification is obtained as an 
identity.. The mean llv of the distribution F(x) is 
.1\. 
,.,here ~ (y) is the conditional mean of x, 
The components of the linear model are defined from the identity 
as 
The chance variables ai and eij defined in this manner obviously have zero 
means and zero covariance; hence the variance of Xij is expressible as the 
sum of the two components ,2! variance 
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where EY denotes the conditional expectation with respect to Fy(x), and 
where 
is the variance of the distribution Fy(x)o Components of the higher cumulants 
of :{ also have an interesting and useful interpretationo 
3. Population cumu1ant comEone~ 
The u' th moment of F (x), EX" 1 will here be denoted by the symbol < u /' 1 
and the u1 th cumulant by the symbol [u], after Tuk.ey (6). Cumula.nts are de-
fined in terms of the moments by the identities 
9 x(t) = Eetx 
or 
(l) 
log cp (t) = I:(-l)k-1 1( ;) (t)•l)k 
X k=l k X 
00 '\) E~]~ 
U=l 
00 k-1 1 °0 t '\) k 
:: E(-1) k( E (U) \)L") 
k=l U=l 
Similarly, the u1 th cumu1ant of the conditional distribution F(xly), denoted 
by ( [u] )Y, is defined in terms of the first u moments ( < 1 > )y, • • • 1 ( < u > )y 
of F(xly) by the identity 
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00 k-1 1 k log ~ (t)= ~(-1) -(~ (t)-1) 
xjy k=l k XIY 
or 
(3.1) 
Components of the cumulants [ '0] of F (x) are then defined by writing the 
cumulant generating function of F (x) as 
= log Ee log q> x 1 Y ( t) 
00 ti) 
y([ u] )y ur 
= log Ee • 
If tu/ul is, for the moment, written as su=t'O/u~ then 
may be formally identified as the moment generating function of the joint 
distribution of the chance variables ([l]}y, ([2])y, ••• • The cumulant 
generating function of this joint distribution is then defined by the identity 
E 
Eik1 =u 
k , ••• ,k 
1 i) Ek =k 
1 
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The doubly bracketed [ [ o • o ] ] terms on the left are called cumulant COll!P-Onents 
since 
or 
(3.3) 
'\) 
[uJ=ut E r. [[l o•e 1 2 aoo 2 ••o u ooo u]J- __ l;;;;,._ _ 
. ~-:J,.J---?.__-' ~~ '\) 
k=l E:::.ki ='0 k k k II k I (. ' )ki 
k 1 ooo 1 k l 2 '\) . i~~• 
1 '\) Ek. =k ~ 
~ 
For example, the variance of X, denoted here by the symbol 
[2 J = Var(X) 
becomes, by (3a3) 1 
=[[2] J + [ [1,1] J 
These two components of [ 2] are, from (3.2), 
and 
[[2] ]=E ( [2] )y 
=Eo2 (Y) 
e 
[[i,l]] = E([l])y([l])y-E([l])yE([l))y 
= E(E.yX)2-(EX)2 
= var t ([l])y} 
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Similarly, the third cumulant of X, conventionally denote~ by K3X' 
becomes 
[3] =[[3]]+3[ [1,2]]+ [ [1, 1, 1] J 
where, from (3.2) 1 
[ (1,2]] =E([l])y([2] )y-E([l] )yE((2] )y 
= Cov f ([l])y, ([2] )y f 
= Cov { ~(Y),a~(Y) l 
[[1, l;l ]] = E([ 1] )y([ l])y([ 1] )y-3E(( 1] )yE([l] )y( (1] )y 
+2E ( [1] \.E((l] )yE( [1] )y 
= K:? ~ ((l])y J 
= E(~X(Y)-~)3 
~ne fourth cumulant of x, 
[4]=E(X-EX)4-3(EX2 -(EX) 2 ) 2 =K4X , 
becomes 
[ 4 J= [[4 J ]+3[ [2,2] ]+4[ [1, 3]] +6( [1, 1,2]] + [[1, 1, 1,1 J] 
where, from (3.2), 
[[2 1 2]]=E([2])~-(E([2])y)2 
= Var t([2])y} 
= Var { cr:(Y)} 
.. g .. 
[[1,3 ]]=E([l] )y( [3] )y-E(( 1] }~( (3] )y 
= Cov [ ( [1] )y, ( [3 ])y} 
= Cov { llx {Y) ,K3e {Y)] 
[ [1, l,g]] =E( [1] )~((2])y-2E([l])~((1J )y([2] )y-E((1] )~([2] )y 
+2E( (1] \~( [1] )yE([2] )y 
=E(( [1] )y-E([l] )y)2 ([ 2] )y-E( ( [1] )y-E( [1] )y) 2 E([2] }y 
= Cov {(([l])y-[1])2 ,{[2] >y} 
= Cov {~~a~ (Y) ] 
[[11 1, 1, 1]] =E([l] }~-3E([ 1] )?([ 1] )~-4E([l] )yE( [l] )f 
-6E{[l])yE([ 1 ])yE( [1])~([ l])y 
=E({[1] )y-E( [1] )y)4 -3(E((l] )~-E( [1] )yE( [1] )y)2 
=K4 { ([1] )y} 
Under the usual assumptions of normality and homogeneity of variance the 
components of all cumulants of degree greater than 2 vanish. If the subpopulation 
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means are normally distributed then K3a=K4a=O; if the subpopulations are 
homogeneous except for location then Cov(~X(Y),a~(Y))= var(a~(Y)) 
=Cov(~X(Y),K3e(Y))= Cov(~,a~(Y))=Oj and if the subpopulations are themselves 
normal then R3e=K4e=Oo Otherwise, the components describe the departure fram 
the usual model. 
The identification of (3a2) as the cumulant generating function of the 
joint distribution of the chance variables ([l])y, ((2])yJ ([3])y, ~~·, ad inf. 
facilitates the interpretation of cumulant compoentso The component 
u u 
.Eik. =U 1 .Ek. =k 
. 1 l. . ll. l.= l.= 
may then be regarded as a cumulant component of total degree u in the variate x 
or, alternatively, as a multivariate cumulant of total degree k in the variates 
((l])y1 ([2])y,•eo,([u])y' being of degree k1 in the variate ([l])y' of degree 
~ in the variate ([2])y' and so on. The component [[r,r,r]], for example, may 
then be interpreted as the third cumulant of the chance variable ([r])yi 
similarly, [[r,s]], being of degree lin the variate ([r]) and of degree lin y 
([s]) , and being a bivariate cumulant, may be interpreted as the covariance y 
of the chance variables ([r])y and ([s])yo 
The relationship between cumulant components and the moments is obtained by 
applying (3.1) to the right side of (}.2), using the abbreviated notation 
(3.4) Et(<ull))yu•(<ulrl>)y}•o•E l(<utl >)yoeo(<utrt >)y] 
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For e~camp1e, 
or, by ( 3 .1) 1 
[IJ., 2] ]=E ( < 1 > )y t ( < 2 '> \" ( <.: 1 > )y( < 1 > )y f 
.I 
-E( < 1 > )yE t ( < 2 > )y· (< 1 > )y( < 1 > )y} 
= <( < 1,2 > )> - < ( < 1, 1,1 > ) > .. <( < 1 >) (< 2 >) > 
+ < ( < l > )( < l, 1 > ) > 
In this manner the fo1lo'\-ring relations are obtained 
[[1]] =<(<1))) 
[[2]] = <(<2>)>- <(<.1,1>)> 
[[1,1]] = <(<1,1>)> .. <(<1>)(<1>)/ 
[[3 ]] = <(<3>)> -3<(<1,2>)> +2 <(<1,1,1>)> 
[[1,2] J = <(<.1,2>)) .. <(<1>)(<2>)>- <(<1,1,1>)> + <(<1>)(< 1,1>)> 
[[1,1,1]] = <(<1,1,1>)> -3 <(<1>)(<1,1>)> +2 <(< 1>)(<_1>)(<.1>)> 
[[4]] = <(<4>)> -3 <(<2,2>)> -4 <(<1,3>)> +12 <(<1,1,2~)> 
-6 <(<1,1,1,1>)> 
[ [2,2 J J = <(<2,2"'>)> - <(~2 >) (<2 >)> -2 <(<1, 1,2 >)> +2 <(< 1, 1>)(<2 >)) 
+ <(Cl1 1,1,1>))- ((<11 1>)(<1,1>)> 
[[1,3]] = <(<1,2>)>- ((<1>)(<3>)>+3 <(<1>)Ec1,2>)> -3 <(<1,1,2>)) 
-2 <(<1>)(<1,1,1>)> +2 <(<1,1,1,1>)> 
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[ [ 1, 1,2 ]] = <( <1, 1,2 >)> -2 < (< 1 >)(<1,2)) > - <( <1, 1 >)(<2 >)> 
+2 <(<.1>)(<1>)(<2>)>- <(<1,1,1, 1>)> 
+2 <(<1>)(<1,1,1>)> + <(<1,1>)~1,1>)> 
-2 <(<1>)(<1>)(<1,1>)> 
[[1,1,1,1]J= <C<1,1,1,r>)> -3 <(<1,1>)(<1,1'>)> -4 <(<1>)(:::1,1Jl>)> 
+12 <(<l>)(<l>)(<l,l>)). -6 <(<1>)(< 1>)~1>)(<1>)> 
4. Cumulant compon~J?.! ~!_imatton 
The limited amount of a priori information contained in a nonparametric 
model serves to simplify the estimation problem; an estimator which makes 
"best 11 use of all available information is relatively easy to find because 
of the paucity of that information. In the case of a simple sample, 
x1 , • • • ,xm' for example, the unordered sample \ x1, "• o ,xm J , sometimes called 
the order statistic, is a complete and sufficient statistic if nothing more 
is known about the population than the fact that it is discrete or continuous. 
Consequently, any statistic which is a symmetric function of x11 o•• 1 xm is in 
this case the unique, minimum variance unbiased estimator of its expected 
value. This fact, as pointed out by Fraser (2), makes trivial the problem 
of finding 11best 11 estimators of the moments and polynomial functions of the 
moments. The minimum variance unbiased estimator of the general term 
u1 u2 "r EX EX • • • EX , r < m1 of such a polynomial is easily obtained by averag-
ul "2 Ur ing the unbiased estimator x1 ~ ••• xr over the mt permutations of 
x1, • • ", ~~m. The resulting symmetric sample ~' which is the conditional 
"1 "r f } expected value of the estimator x1 ••• Xr given the order statistic lx1,•••,xm 
is denoted in Tukey's (6) notation by the primed symbol <u1,•oe 1 ur-) ; thus, 
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An extension of these simple sample results to the compound type of 
sample represented by a balanced one-way array X= llxij 11 makes the estimation 
of cumulant components correspondingly simple. 
4.1 ~ ~ ~tjstic sf ~balanced one-way array 
The order statistic t(X.), which is a ftmction of the matrix X = jjxij !I 
of observations on x, is defined as the set of subsets 
t(X.)=ff xll'u•,xln}'""-, \xcl'e••,xcn }] ; 
that is, the matrices going into t(X.) are those obtained by permuting the n 
elements of each column of X and then permuting the c columns. The order 
statistic is clearly sufficient for the classes of distributions considered 
here, and we shall show that it is also complete. 
Completeness when c=l follows directly from the completeness of the 
order statistic of a simple sample. If the chance variable h( { x11,., H ,x1n} ) 
is to have zero expectation for all F(x) considered here then the coefficient 
of g(y)=dG(y) in 
must vanish for all discrete or absolutely continuous F(xly). Since, for a 
fixed y, { x11, • • • ,xln} is complete re all such F(xt y) then h( { x11, •• • ,xln}) 
must be zero everywhere. 
Completeness for arbitrary c then follows by induction, for if 
-1)-
~(x)h(t(X)) } 
c oo n 
= c n h({f x1 j} ,o•o,{ x .JI.) II Eg(y) .nd.F(x1,.!y) n X l c J j 1 =1 y=O J =1 J 
i=l j~ ij 
frr xh<(hj} , ... , { xcJ}lJ~ldF(xcJ/d 
J=l aj J 
is zero for all F(x) considered here then the coefficient of g(y1 )•••g(yc), 
for example, must vanish for all F(xly1),··~,F(xjyc). By completeness for 
c-1, hm-rever, this implies that for any given F(xj yc) the integral in the 
square bracket must vanish; i.e., 
( h(\tx1jJ, ... ,f xcJ}J)~dF(xcjlyc)=O )_n ~ j=l 
nx j=l cj 
Since l xcj} = t xcl' •" •,xcn } is complete re F(xj y c) then the function 
h({t ::1j J , .... , { xcj J}> must be zero everywhere. 
4.2 CoffiPlex ~etric ~t~~~ ~~ 
The sufficiency and completeness of the order statistic t(X) essentially 
solves the problem of finding the minimum variance unbiased estimators of 
cumulant components, for if h(X11,•·•,Xcn) is ~~y unbiased estimator of the 
cumulant component then E [ h (x11, o • • ,X en) 1 t (X) J is the unique minimum variance 
unbiased estimatoro Since a cumulant component may be expressed as a linear 
combination of the moment products defined in (3.4) the estimation problem may 
be reduced to finding the best estimator of 
(4.1) 
If n< max(r1, ... ,rt) or c <. t then no unbiased estimator of (4.1) which is a 
u11 ulrl Utl utr function of X exists; otherwise, however, (x11 •oeXlr1. )oeo(Xtl u•Xtrtt) is 
unbiased, and the (unique) minimum variance unbiased estimator is 
(4.2) 
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l 
The statistic defined in (4o2) will be called a compJ..ex symmetric samJ2le 
~ of the array X, in contrast to the more easily computed simple symmetric 
sample ~ to be defined later. Clearly, the formula for the (unique) mini-
mum variance unbiased estimator of the cumulant component [ [u1 , ..o ", ur] l 
f 
which will be denoted by the corresponding primed symbol [[u1,··~,ur]J, is 
then obtainable simply by putting primes on the symbols in the definition of 
[[u1,•••,ur]J in terms of moment products., For example, 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
[[1] f 
[[2]]' 
= <(<1>))1 = L E E X. 
en . :i J.j 
l. ·-
I I 
= <(<2>)) - <(<1,1))> 
I I I [ [1,1 ]] = <(<1,1>)> - <(<1>)(<1>)> 
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4.3 PE. "analysis .2f. cumulants" method !2!':. estimating cumula.nt conrponen~ 
t t 
A more convenient computational form for [ [2]] and [ [111]] is ave.ilable 
in the familiar analysis of variance method of estimating variance comp~nents 
in a balanced one-way classification. In essence, this procedure consists of 
computing the sample variance among class means and the average sample variance 
within classes, equating these two statistics to their expected values in terms 
of [[2 J J a.nd [[1,1]], and solving the resulting equations for the estimates 
t t [[2]] and [[1,1]] • Thus, 
E(x1-i)2 
(4.5) E i c-l = ~( [[2 ]] +n[[l:,l]]) 
so 
Since the unbiased estimates obtained in this way are also functions of the 
order statistic t(X) they mus~ by the completeness of t(X), be identical to the 
estimates (4.3) and (4.4) given in terms of complex symmetric sample means. It 
is, in fact, easily verified that 
[[ ]] t 1 ( - )2 - 1 2 1 2 = ( l) IT: x.j-xi =- EEx.j- { l) E E x.j x .. 
c n- ij ~ en ij ~ en n- i jl~j2 ~ 1 ~J2 
and 
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[[1,1]]'= 11 t(x.-i)2~ (1 1) tt(x1J-x1)2 
c- i ~ en n- ij 
:: d- E E X X - l E (Ex ) (Ex ) 
cn\n-1) 1 J. 11j2 ij1 iJ2 c(c-l)n~ i j i j F i1~i2 j 1 j 2 
The statistics on the left hand sides of (4.5) and (4o6) may be conveniently 
: I : f I 
denoted by the symbols [ [1] [ 1] ] a.nd [ [2] ] 1 and their expectations by 
I t t t I [ [1] [1] ] and [[2] ] 1 rE.:spectively1 in the sense that ( [1] [1] ] is the second 
cumulant (variance) of the chance variable 
' 1 n .. ([1] )y =- Ex .. =x. 
i n j=l ~J ~ 
and [[2J] is the first cumulant (mean) of the chance variable 
Similarly, 
is the second sample cumulant of ([1]1 )y =x., and 
. ~ 
t(x. -x1)2 l 
([2 ]1 ] 1 = 1 E .¥.j-lj~-
c i n-1 
' is the first sample cumulant of ([2] )y =s~ • 
i l. 
The computational simplicity of the analysis of variance method of estima.t-
ing components of the second cumulant suggests that an extension of the method 
might provide a simple way of estimating components of the higher cumulantso 
The obvious extension of the approach taken above consists of expressing the 
multivariate cumulants 
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[[1 J,•••,[l] 1 ,[2] 1 ,•••,[2J',•••,[u]', ••• ,[u]']; 
~~·~ 
kl k2 k\) 
~ik. =u ( u 5- n) 
~ 
1 ~ ~- s. \) 
l. 
r t r 
of the chance variables ([1] )y' ([2] )y, • • •, ( [u] _)y in terms of the complex 
cumulant components to be estimated, first estimating these multivariate cumu-
lants and then, by a subtraction process estimating the complex cumulant 
components. For u=3, for example, this approach will be seen to give the results 
I I I t C - • J [[1] [ 1 J [1]] = (C-'1) (c .. 2) ~(x1-x) 
l. 
[ [ 1 ] ! [ 2] 1] = ~ { [ [ 3] }1 n[[ 11 2 ) ) } 
I [[3]) =[[3]] 
I I 
[ [3 J J 
r t ' from -vrhich the estimates [[3]] 1 [[1,2]] , and [[1,1,1]] may be obtained by an 
obvious subtraction process. Again, since the sample multivariate cumulants 
on the left hand sides of these equations are themselves functions of the order 
statistic t(X) then the estimates of the cumulant components computed in this 
way are the unique, minimum variance unbiased estimators. 
The relationsbip between the multivariate cumulants of ( (1 j )y, • '" 1 ([n ]1 )y 
and the cumulant components may be determined from the multivariate cumulant 
generating function 
(4.7) 
00 \) 
!: E 
u=l k=l 
n ! 
E( [u] _}y\J 
u-1 
= log Ee -
00 
:: E(-l)h-1 1 
h=l h 
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and the identity (3.2). For l~uSn, the estimable range of u, a 1-1 correspon-
dence exists between the terms of (3o2) and those of (4o7); namely1 on the 
left hand sides 
and on the right hand sides 
t k1 8 'lc 
E{[l]) •u([l])-o y y 
Consequently, the relations derived from (3.2) induce corresponding relations 
derivable from (4.7); for exam:ple, the definition 
derived from (3.2) induces the relation 
I 
~ 
-2o-
The first term on the right, 
may be written 
and the second term on the right is clearly 
t t 
Consequently, the covariance of ([ 1] )y and ([2 J )y becomes 
= %[[3]] +[ [1,2 J J 
as indicated earlier. A procedure for evaluating E [ ( [1 ]1 )~1 • • • ( [n] 1 ")~n j Y l 
in terms of the cumulants of F(x\Y) is given in a paper by Robson (5) on the 
multivariate cumulants of a simple sample. 
Application of this method to the fourth cumulant results in the following 
analysis 
[ [ 1]; [1]: [1]: [1]'] = ~ l [ [ 4]]+3n [[21 2]]+4n[ [11 3]]+6n2 [[11112]] 
+n3 [[1,1,1,1]] J 
[[l ]'[l]'[l]'[l]'J £ = (c-l)(c~2)(c-3) { (c+l)~(xi-x)4 
3(c-l) (l:(x.-x)2)2 J 
c i l. 
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[[1] 1 [1]'[ 2]1 ] = ~ f [ [ 4]l+n [[2 ,2]]+2n [[1,~]]+n2[ [1, 1,2]]] 
cc1J'[1J'c2J'J~= c {c -)2 (c-l)(c-2)(n-l) ~ xi-x 
f I [[2] [2] J 
f [[2][2]] 
[[ 4 ]' ]' 
_l E(i.-x)2 } E(x .. -xi) 2 
c i ~ j ~J 
= ~ t [ [ 4]]+n[ [2,2ll+ ~~1 E( [2])y( [2] ly } 
- -~ E(E(x .-x )2 ) 2 1 
c i j iJ i f 
= f; { [[4]]+n[[1,~]]~ 
=[[4]]' 
= ( 1)( n2)( 3) { (n+l)EE(x.j-x. )4 
c ~- n- n- ij ~ ~ 
- )1(E-lj (l.( _; )2)2 1 
n L; ,-,X • j •• • I I ) i j ). ~ 
I I 
Notice that [ [2] [2] ] contains the term E([2] )~, which is not a component of 
the fourth cumulant; this term may be estimated by including the additional 
equation 
1 \ -1 I I t J I t I I} 1 
n.+i El-7- [[2] [2]] +[[2]_] [[2]] -[[4]] = n:i E([2])~ 
The presence of this term detracts from the usefulness and convenience of the 
method, and the corresponding setup for the fifth and higher cumulants is further 
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encumbered by the presence of terms which are not cumulant components. Its 
f I 
appearance here could be anticipated since ( (2] ( 2] ] is the variance of the 
I 
statistic ((2] )y and is therefore non-zero, even in the usual normal, para-
metric model where all components of the fourth cumulant vanish. The "extra" 
I I 
term in [[2] ( 2] ] is, of course, the variance of (( 2 ])y in the homogeneous 
normal case. 
4,4 Simple symmetric salJlpJ.e ~~: cozgpu.ting formulas 
Neither the complex s~~etric sample means of section 4.2 nor the sample 
multivariate cumulants of preceding section are in a form which can be conveni-
ently fed into a computer. The estimate [[2]] ', for example, is given in the 
two forms 
and 
respectively, while the desired form for computing purposes is 
or 
[2]] '= (1 1) l EL:x~j- 1 I:(Ex .. )2} 
c n• ) 1 ~ ~ n .. ~ ~J \. I) ..L .; 
([2]] 1= ...!L) ];l: 1 Ex~.-1 E(l. Ex ) 2 1 
n-1 ( c i n j ~J c 1 n j ij 
The ·terms in the latter expression are called simple symmetric means of X and 
are denoted by angle bracket symbols as follmrs 
I I t 
«u > • • o < u > > l r def 
·-
I 
In this notation the computing formula for [ [2 ]] becomes 
t n r '' t ··1 [ [2 J J = n:I 1 < < 2 > > -< < 1 > < 1 > > J 
A simple relationship exists between the simple and complex symme-t:.r-ic 
means of X1 so that any linear function of complex symmetric means, such as 
t I I [[2]] = <(<2>)> -<(<1,1))> 
is easily converted into a computing formula in terms of simple symmetric 
means, This relation is given by Robson (5) for the simple sample case 
(c=l or n=l) and may be applied to present case in two stages. The notation 
required to produce a general formula is somewhat cumbersome even though the 
relation is relatively simple. To obtain the expression for the complex 
1 
symmetric mean <(< u11, • • •, ulr 1>), eo •, (< utl' • n 1 utr t >)> in terms of simple 
symmetric means, Robson's formula is applied first to the elements 
-(•••),•••,(•••) and second to the <•••> within each (•••), Let It denote 
the set { 1,2, • • • 1 t} , let It (ki) denote a collection of ki disjoint subsets 
of It containing i elements each, and let It(k11 •••,kt;k) denote a collection 
{ It (k1 ), " • •, It (kt)} in which Ek1 =k and in which every element of It appears 
exactly once, so that i:ik.=t. Then as the first stage, 
~ 
l 
- 7':""\"""" 
- (CJt 
t k· 
z n (i-l)t ~ 
i:ik.=t i=l 
k ••• k l 
11 ' t Zk -k i-
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t ' 
•u(u oeou >> j 1 1 ' j r i i ji 
The second stage consists of applying Robson's simple sample formula directly 
, 
to each factor < u. 1, • o • 1 u. > in every term. Specifically, J. J.ri 
r. 
t 1 J. ri•k k 
<u. ,o••,u. > = -- Z (-1) n 
J.l J.ri (n)r k-1 
i -
·For example, the two stages in constructing the computing formula for 
t 
< (<ull>)' (<u21'"22 >~((u31""32' "33 >) > are, first 
r t r 
and, second, replacing the factors < u11-::, <..u21,u22 >, and < u31,u32,u33 > by 
Applied to the analysis of variance, this formula gives 
t f t 
[ [1 J [ 1 J J 
1( t t I t} 
= r_: ( (<(<2>)>- <(<11 1>)> )+n(<:(<l,l>)>- <(<1>)(<1>) >) 
n 1 ti 11 rr) 
- c ( c-l) ( -c < < 1 >< 1) > +c2 < ( 1) > < < 1 > > ) f 
r tt rr tt 
= __c;_l(<< 1)(1) > -<.< 1) > ((1 > >) Coo 
[ [2 J :f t I = <( < 2)))- <(<1,1>)) 
If 1 II I tl 
=((2 >>- n(n ... 1 )(-n(<2> > +n2 <<1) (1))) 
n I I t t t 
= -1(<<2> >-<(1) < 1) >) n• 
I_ 
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Similarly, the computing formulas for the third and fourth cumulant component 
analyses are 
I I I t [[1] [ 1] [1] J C2 I I I I I I _ I I • =(c-l)(c-2 )(<<1) <1) <1>) .. 3<< 1)) <<1> <1> > 
I I I I I I 
+2 < < l > > < < 1 ") > < < l > > ) 
! I I 
[[1][2] J 
I I II II ! II 
- << 1 > < 1 '> < 1) > + <~ 1 > > <:< 1> < l) >) 
I I 1 I 
+2 ( < 1 > < 1 > < 1 > > ) 
and 
I I I I I CJ f 1 I I I 
[[1] [l] [1] [1] ] =(c-1 )(c-2 )(c-3)(<< 1 > <1 > < 1) < 1 > > 
I I I I I I 
-3 << 1> < 1> > << 1) < 1 > > 
I I I I I I 
-4 << 1 > > < < 17 < 1 > < 1 > > 
I I 1. I t I I 
+12 << 1 > > << 1> > << 1 > < 1 > > 
II It II II 
-6 << 1 > > << 1> > << 1 > > << 1 > >) 
1 I I I I I 
+3 << 1 > .t:. 1 > > << L/ < 1 > > 
I I I I I I 
-4 (( 1 > > < < 1 > < 1 ') < 1 > > ) 
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II I 1: f I! tl 
-2 < < 1 '>'> < < 1 '> < 2 > > -< < 1) < 1 > > < < 2 ) > 
II It II t I t II 
+2 ((1 > > (.( 1) ><<2'> > -<.<1> < 1> < 1') < 1) > 
r 1 r r ! r 
+2((1 > > ((1)(1) < 1) > 
fl II r tt 
-2((1> ><< 1) > ((1) < 1>>) 
. . 
f I It I I : 'I 
-2 << 1 > < 1 '> < 2 > > + << 1 > < 1') < 1 > < 1) >} 
I t I ! i I 
+((1>(1'> ><<1> (1> >) 
which has expectation ~ t [[4] ]+n [[21 2 ] ] J, 
[[1][3]] r cn2 I I I I I f I =(c-1)(n-1)(n-2)(<< 1 > < :3> > -<<1> ><< 3)_> 
I I I t I 
+3<<1>> <.<1> <2>> 
-28-
I t II If I I fl 
-3 < < 1) < 1 > < 2 > > -2 «.1 > > < < 1 > < 1 ') < l > > 
f I f I I 
+2 << 1 > < 1 ') (.1 > < 1) >) 
[[4]]' n3 I I I I I f ! t 
=(n-l)(n-2)(n-3)(<< 4> > -3<< 2 > (2 > > -4 ((1> < 3 > > 
rl2 I t I I I I I I 
+ (n-1) ( ~-2 ) (n ... 3) ( < < 4 > > + 3 ( < 2 ) < 2 > > -4 < ( 1) < 3 > ) ) 
A numerical illustration using these computing formulas is given in the Appendix. 
5. Discussl.2!! 
Until recently, cumulants beyond the second have found little applica-
41t tion outside of their occasional use in fitting Pearson Type distribution 
functionsD Tukey's recent introduction of the Eolykay system, which simplifies 
both the numerical and algebraic computation problem, has served to place new 
emphasis on the cumulants, opening up many interesting possibilities for advanc-
ing the theory of survey sampling and, in general, enlarging our view of the 
nonparametric estimation problemo 
Variance component estimation, a technique of increasing practical importance 
in such fields as plant and animal breeding, has been the topic most intensively 
studied in terms of the polykay system. The polykay approach to variance com-
ponent estimation is nonparametric in the sense that no assumptions are made 
concerning the functional form of the underlying distribution functions, other 
than the assumption of the existence of moments. In the case of finite popula-
tions, of course, the required moments always exist. Since the problem is viewed 
l 
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nonparametrically then variance component estimates actually represent only a 
small fraction of the information contained in the sample, and while it is 
certainly desirable to estimate moments of the sampling distribution of the 
variance component estimates (Hooke (3), Robson (4) 1 Tukey (7) 1 (8)) il:i -vrould 
seem even more desirable to direct this computing effort toward a further 
description of the population itself~ The polykay approach and the modern 
computing machinery now make practicable the estimation of higher cumulant 
components and, therefore, the extraction of additional information from the 
sample. 
The present results for the balanced one-way classification suggest 
numerous possible extensions and related problems. Hark is now in progress, 
for example, on constructing an algebra to simplify the manipulation of cumulant 
components and symmetric means of compound type distributions; the balanced 
nested and r-way classifications are under study for both the univariate and 
multivariate case, and the possibility of developing a genetic cumulant com-
ponent analysis as an extension of the genetic variance component concept is 
being investigated. 
The form of the analysis presented in section 4.3, representing an 
extension of the analysis of variance form, also suggests the possibility of 
constructing test procedures for testing the assumptions underlying the analysis 
of variance. The invariance properties of the mean square ratio 
1 1 1 1 I 
n[[l] [1]] /[[2] ] apply also to a ratio such as 
t , [[3]] +n[[l,2]] 
[[3] j 
implying that under the usual assumptions of normality and homogeneous variances 
l 
\ 
the distribution of this ratio depends only upon the known parameters c and n. 
If this distribution could be tabulated then similar ratios from a balanced 
two-\ray sample would also provide various tests of additivity. 
The unbalanced classifications present a much more difficult estiwation 
problem because of the apparent absence of a complete sufficient statistico 
Completeness in the balanced case is an extremely useful property, eliminating 
the necessity of comparing different unbiased estimators of the same parameter, 
which becomes a pra,blem of major concern in the unbalanced caseo It is interest-
ing to note that the completeness demonstrated here implies that the unbiased 
estimates of the moments of variance component estimates in balanced classifica-
tions given previously (~lkey (7) and Robson (4)) are, in fact, the minimum 
variance unbiased estimators. 
-31-
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Appendix 
'fbe computational procedure for estimating the components of the first four 
curaulants in a balanced one-way classification is illustrated here 1-Ti t:1 a 
nwnerical example. The sample in Table 1 we.s dra\m from a population satisfy-
ing the model II analysis of variance assumptions concerning the distributional 
properties of the components of the linear model x1j=~+a1+eij• The 
a. 1 i=l1 ••• 1 201 were obtained as e. random sample of 20 observations from the J. 
standard normal distribution and1 for each i, the e1 j 1 j=l,••• 1 101 were obtained 
as independent random aamples of size 10 from the standard normal distribution; 
~ l·Tas taken as ~=5 in order to eliminate negative observations. The components 
of the first two cumulants are then [1]=51 [ ~1 1]]=11 [[2)]=1, and all other 
cumulant components are zero. 
Simple symmetric ~ means 
' t ((1 >> 1 10o8.7 = -- tEx = -- = s.o435 en 200 
I I 
((2 > > = .L i:Ex2 = .2..?.81•25 = 27 ·90625 en 200 
= 1 E(Ex)2 = 53925.39 = 26 962695 
cn2 2000 o 
I I ((j) > = 1- EEx3 = 33094.825 = 165.474125 
en 200 
Sample 
Number ~j 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
8 
9 
10 
- 11 
:::: 12 
........ 13 
•' 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Total 
e 
Table lo A one-,fay sample array from a normal mixture of normal subpopu1ations 
Sample Observations xij 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
7o2 5.6 6o2 4.1 7.6 5~0 5.6 1.0 4.4 6.9 
5~8 4.9 7ol 6.4 6.9 7ol 7.4 6.0 6o9 7.6 
6.1 6.6 6 .. 0 5o7 5o9 6.3 5.6 5o8 8o2 4eO 
6o3 7.5 5•3 6.6 8o4 6.6 8o4 6.5 5o7 7.0 
3o0 3o6 4.4 4oO 6.6 4.0 4.4 3o4 3ol 3o9 
2.6 3.2 2~2 2.5 3.3 3·3 3-3 o.6 3.2 3e2 
3.3 4.6 2.3 5o6 5e0 5.0 3o8 3.4 3o9 5.2 
4o9 5.0 2.3 4.3 4.6 4.3 5 .. 3 4eO 3o9 5o4 
1.0 3o8 6.8 3.7 3o6 2.0 3o6 3o7 3o2 4.5 
2o1 2o8 3.1 3o8 4.2 2.7 3~6 5ol 3c4 4.0 
3.6 5o4 5o9 4.9 4.3 7.2 6.6 4.8 5o2 4.8 
6~7 4~0 6.7 4~1 4.8 6~7 5a2 5~0 4?7 6ol 
5ol 6~3 3.3 4.5 4.1 4.7 5o7 3o4 4.6 4.2 
3o3 2.5 2.8 1.6 4.,8 3.2 1.7 3~4 2c7 3o8 
5el 4o2 3e7 4.6 4.6 4.7 5~0 4~3 3u2 5o3 
7ol 6.1 6.1 6.2 5o7 5.4 7~5 5.8 6.0 5.0 
4.0 5.6 4"0 3e0 4o6 2.4 4.9 3o4 4~9 7o3 
7c3 6Q6 6eO 6~2 5~8 7o6 5o7 7.7 7o5 6~9 
5o4 6.6 8.2 6a4 6.4 5.0 4.6 6.0 4.8 4o5 . 
7o7 7oO 6.7 7o8 7o4 5o3 5.8 7.2 5o2 6.5 
rx 
59~6 
66.1 
60o2 
68.3 
4o.4 
27 .. 4 
42.1 
44 0 0 
41..9 
34.8 
52.7 
54.0 
45.9 
29o8 
44.7 
6o.9 
44.1 
67.3 
57.9 
66.6 
1,0o8.7 
e 
(r.x)2 
3,552.16 
4,369.21 
3,624 .. 04 
4,664.89 
1,632.16 
750o76 
1,772.41 
1,936.00 
1,755.61 
1,2ll.o4 
2,177c29 
2,916~00 
2,106.,81 
888.o4 
1,998 .. 09 
3,7o8.81 
1,944~81 
4,529.,29 
3,352.41 
4,435.56 
53,925.39 
r.x.2 
368.54 
443 .. 17 
372.00 
476 .. 01 
172 .. 62 
81.60 
186.95 
200.90 
197 .. 47 
127o76 
287.95 
301.86 
218.59 
g-r.oo 
203 .. 57 
375.81 
212.,15 
458,33 
347.33 
451.64 
5,581.25 
r.x.3 
2,352o398 
3,007.945 
2,357 .. 192 
3,384 .. 017 
787 .. 934 
250.180 
865.159 
940.826 
1,038.815 
492.258 
1,629.191 
1,742.214 
1,078.425 
339o742 
942.039 
2,350.845 
1,105 .. 395 
3,157.039 
2,16o .. 669 
3,112o542 
33,094.825 
r.x.4 
15,418.2338 
20,6)2.,4869 
15,31.) .. 0068 
24,522 .. 4437 
3,865.3842 
TI8.6644 
4,1)2.4243 
4,487 .. 6678 
5,989.3267 
1,98o.2o84 
9,526.o675 
10,343 .. 4678 
5,499.,1639 
1,265.0164 
4,419.3509 
14,910.5877 
6,183.7907 
21,980.4773 
13.,934.o897 
21,755 .. 8868 
2o6,937o7457 
e 
\ (iii) 
t I t I 
<< 1 > < 1 > < 2 > > = -13 z(zx)2 (Ex2 ) = 1806~~6~04845 = 903~106824225 
en 
(< 1-> < 1>1 (1)1 < 1"> > =-\ Z(ZJC)4 = 1756~6~<53163 = 878o3474965815 
en 
Sample cumulants of sample cumi.llants 
[ [ 1] t] I 
[[2]']' 
' t 
= << 1) > 
= 5.0435 
n I t t I t 
= -1 (<<2> >- <<1> <1> >) n-
= 1.04839 
J tl tl II 
= c1(<<1>< 1'>) -<<1> ><<1> >) c-
= 1.60611 
= l~g(l65.474125 - 3(155.7905385) + 2(151.0792096)) 
= .;62401 
' 
[[1] 1[ 1] I [1 ]1 ] t 
[[4 ]1 f 
(iv) 
n I II I I It II II =(c-~)(n-1 ) (<< 1 '> < 2))- <<1 > < 1) < 1 > >- <<1 > > (( 2) ) 
I I I I I 
+((1>> ((1) (1) >) 
= i~~(155o7905385 - 151o0792096 - 140.7451719 + 135.9863522) 
= - .055545 
It .17 II 
+2 < < 1 > > < < 1 > > ( < 1'> > ) 
= - o348438 
0 2 I I I ,J I I I I 
+(n-1Hn-2){n-3) (< < 4'> > +3<<2 > < 2"" > -4 <<1> < 3> >) 
= 1~g~(1034o6887285 • 3{928.93261855) - 4(95)o83777815) 
+ 12(903.10682422) - 6(878.34749658)) 
+ ~g~(10)4.6887285 + 3{928o9)261855) 
- 4(953g83777815)) 
(v) 
I I f [[1] [3] J cna I I I I t I t :::(c-1Hn-1)(n-2) ( <" 1 > < 3'> >- << l> > << 3 > > 
II t II t t II 
+3((1>> <<l> <2>>-3<.<1><1><2> > 
tt f I 11 I I I 11 
-2 < < 1 '> > < < 1 > < 1 > < l > > +2 < < 1 > < 1 > < l> < 1'> > 
= i~~(953.83777815 - 834.56874944 + 3(785~72958092) 
- 3(903o10682422) - 2(761.96799362) + 2(878.34749658)) 
= - .1516010 
I I I I C2n I I l I I I ! I 1 
[[1] [1] [2] J =cc-l)(c-2){u.-1)(<<1><1><2>>-2<<1'>><<1><2> > 
1 II It It It 11 
-(<1'><1>><<2>>+2<<1>> <<1'>> <<2>> 
. . 
f I I II II t I II 
-< < 1) < l > < 1 > < 1 > > +2 << 1 > > <. < l '> < 1 > < 1) > 
I I I ! t I 
+((1><1>> <<1~<1'>> 
II 11 I II 
-2<(1)-><<1>><<1><1> >) 
= ~g~g(903ol0682422 - 2(785.72958092) • 752o42770734 
+ 2(709.84827435) - 878.34749658 
= - .2630524 
I I I I I I 
-4 < < 1 '> > <<: 1 > < l > < i> > 
(vi) 
II It I II 
+12<<1"> > <<1'> ><<1> <1>> 
It II It It 
-6 < < 1 '> > << 1> > << 1> > < < 1> > ) 
C2 I I f I I 
+(c-1) (c-2) (c-3) (<< 1 > < 1> < 1 > < 1'> > 
f II 1. II If t I II 
+3<<1>< 1> ><<1>< 1>> -4<<f> > <<1).< 1> < 1)). 
+ 12(685.84716748) - 6(647.03548734)) 
2 { coo1 I I f f I I : 1 t I } 
- n+r 7 [[2] [2JJ +[[2J J [[2J J- li[[4J.J 
I t I I I 
+ < < 1 > < 1> < 1> < 1> > ) 
I I f I I t 
+<<1><1>><<1><1'>>) 
100 1 4 
= ~ (171 + 5b)(928o9326186 • 2(903.1068242) + 878.3474966) 
2000 
• l5}9(778o7587891 - 2(752.4277073) + 726.9869217) 
(vii) 
+ 5~~(1034.6887285 + 3(928.9326186) - 4(953.8377782)) 
= .0021893 
Cumu1ant component ~imates 
First degree: 
[[1] '] 1 
I 
[ l J 
Second degree: 
[[1] 1 [1] 1 ] 1 
[ [1,1]] r 
[2 ]' 
Third degree: 
= 5.0435 = ( [1]] ' 
I 
= [ [1]] = 5,0435 
1 t I 
= 1.60611 = 15cc2J J + c [1,1]] 
= 1.04839 = [[2 ]] 1 
= 1.60611 - .1o484 = 1.50127 
I t 
= [ [2]] { [ 1,1] J = 2.54966 
r I I 11 1 I 3r I t [L1] [1] [1] J = -.:;48438 = 100 [ [3]J. + I5 L_l,2]J. + [[1,1,1]] 
I I I [[1] [ 2] J 1 ' t = -.055545 = TO [ [3 J J + [ [1,2]] 
t t 
[ [3 J J 1 = .:;62401 = [[3]] 
[[1,2]] I 
[[1, 1,1 ]] I 
I (3] ' t 1 = [[3]] + 3[[1,2]] +[[1,1,1]] = -.053910 
(viii) 
Fourth degree: 
[[1] ,[1]'[1]'[1]']' 1 [[ ]]' X,[[ ]]' 4 [ r~ ]]' 6cr~ ]]' =-2.6974107-1000 4 + 1&5 2,2 + 100 w..,3 + TI5 u.,1,2 
' + [[1,1,1,1] J
I I t 1 I 1 I 2 [ r~ I [ [ ]] I [[1][1][2]] =-.2630524 ... lo0[[4]]+ 10[[2,2]] + TI5 L.L,3]] + 1,1,2 
I I t 1 I I [ [1] [3 J ] =-o1516010 = ro[ 4] ] + [ [1, 3] J 
[[2]'[2]'_]'- n!l {c~l [[2]'[2]']' + [[2]']'[[2]']' -%[[4]']'} 
1 t 
= .oo21893 = 10c [4 J J + [ 2,2] J 
t 
[ [2,2]] I =o0021893 • .0694877 = -.0672984 
[ [1,3]] I =-o1516010 • eo694877 = - .221o887 
I [ [1,1,2]] = -.2630524 + .0442177 + .0067298 - o0069488 = • o2190537 
[ [1,1,1,1]] I = •2.6974107 + o1314322 + oOo884)5 + .0020190 - e0006949 
= - 2.5558109 
[ 4 ]' 1 r t t r :[[4]] +3[[2,2] +4[[1,3]] +6[[1,1,2] J +[[1,1,1,1]] 
= - 4"2615064 
